about our company
The company’s founder, Daniel Berry, was faced with the problem. Finding someone to cut parts and not
damage the substrate presented him with quite the challenge. After a great deal of hunting for an appropriate
supplier, he decided just to build his own machine. After all, building custom machines was his specialty and
had been for almost 20 years. So he did just that.
In the beginning, the goal wasn’t to become a CNC manufacturer. Dan and co-founder, John Johnson,
went through many design revisions. Life, however, is all about the journey, and in the end, ez Router was
born. Over the years that have passed, the knowledge
bank and skills at ez Router has expanded with the
addition of more capable minds being brought on as
staff.
Today, all of the equipment in our product lineup
offers our customers a well built and streamlined CNC
machine that is affordable, as well as dependable. For
the past 3 years, ez Router has doubled production
annually. We are continually adding a wider variety
and different formats of CNC router and plasma
cutting machines.
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core beliefs
At EZ-Router our business is driven by the beliefs that we most value. These core values drive
our hiring, day to day operations and decision making.

1.

BE BRILLIANT AT THE BASICS

2.

HARNESS THE SPARKS

3.

OPEN THE DOOR

4.

SHAPED TO SERVE

		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

Driven to quality in all we do.

Continuous innovation by harnessing the Sparks of Creativity to continually
learn and grow in every area from people to products to processes.
Keep an open door policy of accessibility by communicating openly, honestly
and frequently to best meet the needs of our company, our vendor-partners and
our end users.
We are dedicated to satisfying the needs and honoring commitments that we
have made to the company, to the customer and to our community.
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testimonials
Jeff King

Doing a fantastic job, thank you ez-Router. Been very helpful.
										-Quick Brick, Inc.

Jim Young

We purchased a 5’x5’ ez-Router about four years ago after an extensive search into table routers. We have
found the ez-Router to be a solid industrial grade machine at a very good price point that serves our needs
very well. ez-Router technical support is always friendly and knowledgeable.
										- California

Ted Ford

Our table was not working! Called in and caught David as he was leaving Midland! He stopped by,
replaced a circuit board and had us going! Great to have that rare type of customer service! Thanks Guys!!!
										-Tarleton State University

TJ Collins

My name is TJ Collins from Louisiana. ez-Router has made my rocker making business a real joy to do.
It cut the job from 3 hours to 1 hour to make a rocker. We love the people at ez-Router for always being
there for us. My ez-Router is 2 years old now and has never missed a minute of a job. Thanks for always
answering the phone when I need y’all.
										-Louisiana
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Scorpion
This machine is built for any kind of routing work you
need done! Not only is it strong, but it can also do the
most delicate jobs. Our Scorpion is truly a one of a
kind, with its open face / open gantry design. Making
material loading and unloading a breeze.
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Position Speeds (X,Y,Z)

1000, 1000, 500 ipm

Step Resolution		

.0005”

Positioning Accuracy		

.001”

Cutting Accuracy		

(+/-) .003”

Axis Drive System (X, Y)

Rack & Pinion

Axis Drive System (Z)

Precision Ball Screw

Standard Wood Surface

MDF

standard sizes
Minimum Width 		

48 inches

Maximum Width		

144 inches

Minimum Length		

48 inches

Maximum Length		

144 inches

*Custom Sizes Available
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ez-router
With the ez-Router CNC machine you get the best of
both worlds; industrial build, with the small shop price
tag! No matter if you are cutting wood, aluminum,
plastic, or fiberglass... This machine can to it ALL!
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Position Speeds (X,Y,Z)

800, 800, 600 ipm

Step Resolution		

.0005”

Positioning Accuracy		

.002”

Cutting Accuracy		

(+/-) .005”

Axis Drive System (X, Y)

Rack & Pinion

Axis Drive System (Z)

Precision Ball Screw

Standard Wood Surface

MDF

standard sizes
Minimum Width 		

48 inches

Maximum Width		

144 inches

Minimum Length		

48 inches

Maximum Length		

144 inches

*Custom Sizes Available
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ez-mini
The ez-Mini was designed to
be the best small CNC router
on the market today. With it’s
small size, but sturdy build.
This machine is perfect for small
shops, looking to do hobby work
with and industrial built machine.
This machine is ready to work hard
for you!
Position Speeds (X,Y,Z)
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750, 750, 500 ipm

Step Resolution		

.0005”

Positioning Accuracy		

.002”

Cutting Accuracy		

(+/-) .005”

Axis Drive System (X, Y)

Rack & Pinion

Axis Drive System (Z)

Lead Screw

Standard Wood Surface

MDF

standard sizes
Minimum Width

30 inches

Maximum Width

40 inches

Minimum Length

30 inches

Maximum Length

40 inches

*Custom Sizes Available
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ez-flex
We call it the Flex... Because it’s flexible for any situation. Whether you’re a job shop, prototyping, or a
hobbyist. This is the machine for you!
Position Accuracy		

(+/-) .005”		

Repeatability			(+/-) .001”

Maximum Traverse Speed

400 ipm		

Cutting Accuracy		

Standard Bed			MDF

Standard Sizes
12”x24”

24”x24”

This machine can come as a table top
machine, or a stand alone machine, with
the option of added caster wheels.
For extra FLEXibility!
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(+/-) .005”

ez-SQUARED
The ez-Squared is the newest machine to our Extensive lineup. This machine is perfect for small spaces, and
can easily be transported. With it’s built in safety features, it’s a great choice for educational applications.
X Travel		

16”

Y Travel		

12”

Z Travel		

7”

Bridge Clearance

6”

Repeatability		

.0004”

Position Accuracy

(+/-) .001”

T-Slot Table		

X=22” Y=16”

Microsoft Windows XP Operating System
1.3 GHZ Intel Processor
17” TFT SVGA High Resolution Color
Flat Panel Display
Min. 2 gigs of RAM
Network Card with RJ45 Connector
RS-232 9-Pin D-Sub Connector
(2) USB Ports, 2.0 High Speed
Integrated 3 Axis Servo Drives
Emergency Stop Button
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auto tool changing

dust collection systems

ez Scribe
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vacuum bed and pumps
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140 County Road 2840 | Mineola, Texas 75773
ez-router.com | 903.569.3190 | fax 903.569.1192
“I can do all things through Christ who strengthens me” -Phillipians 4:13
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